
SOCIAL STORY:

SEED



SEED is a dance performance which includes 
dancing, speaking and music.



It happens in a library.

A library is usually a quiet place where 
people talk quietly and read books.

 



Sometimes it can be noisy. It is 
okay to make noise in a library.



When you go to the library to see the 
performance, you will meet some new people.



This is… 
KATIE

Katie will play the music. 

You can talk to her and ask her to 
turn the music down.



This is Kid 



This is Pinto.



Kid and Pinto will be hiding just before 
the performance starts. 

You will see them appear when it is time 
to begin.



When they arrive, Pinto and Kid will 
come over to say hello. 



They will then start their investigation 
of the Seed which has arrived in the 

library, and talk to you about its story. 



During the performance you will be able to 
join in with Kid and Pinto, and hold some 

of the objects they find, like 



a colourful chiffon 
scarf,

It is okay to take one of these objects from 
Kid or Pinto.

Your grown ups can help you with these 
objects and dance with them with you. 

or a leaf.



The dancers will show you special places 
where you can watch the performance, 
which will be marked with mats or with 

tape. 



Kid and Pinto will invite you to join in with 
them at special points during the 

performance.

They will ask you to join them as they go 
underneath a parachute.



They will ask you to join them as they walk 
over a bridge, like this one:



They will ask you to join them as they build 
a den, and then sit with you in that den to 

tell a story about winter.

It is okay to join in with them. 



It is okay to go away from the performance 
at any point if you need to, and it is okay to 

come back again.

Chill Out 
space



At the end of the performance, the 
dancers will say goodbye.


